[On the assessment of spontaneous respiratory changes in respiration-olfactometry].
Alterations of breathing pattern evoked by odors are used to proof the integrity of the olfactory system in the sense of respiratory olfactometry. Spontaneous breathing changes normally cannot be distinguished from evoked changes. It is therefore necessary to repeatedly apply stimuli with a pure odorant during tidal breathing, randomized with neutral air, to detect a majority of olfactory-evoked respiratory changes. In 26 adult normosmics, 15 H2S and 15 neutral air stimuli (duration: 2 sec) were randomly applied with an interstimulus interval of at least 1 minute, using a flow olfactometer. Before stimulation, the respiration was not allowed to scatter significantly (variation coefficient of the duration of inspiration (DIN) and expiration (DEX) ≤0.1). A respiratory response was fulfilled when respectively DIN and DEX of the stimulus breath exceeded the double standard deviation of the same parameters in the five preceding respiratory cycles. The number of reactions was normalized to the number of stimuli and to the off-line as regularly calculated respiratory complexes and thus reaction indices were formed. H2S stimuli clearly evoked more respiratory changes than neutral air stimuli. DIN and DEX decreased with olfactory stimulation more frequently than with an application of neutral air. Extensions of DIN and DEX were not different between the two stimulus qualities. Only the randomized nasal stimulation with an odor and a blank makes the respiration-olfactometry meaningful.